
Artist Profile – Meschac Gaba  
 
b. 1961 Cotonou, Benin; lives and works in Cotonou, Benin  
 
  Gaba studied at the Rijksakademie voor Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam for a year in 
1996, it was here that he began his first major work titled Museum of Contemporary African Art 
which comprised of twelve rooms of a museum that were placed in various institutions over the 
length of five years. The museum was meant to be a living biography of the artist (the wedding 
room was the room Gaba actually got married in) as well as a statement about Western cultural 
conventions. After creating this extensive installation piece, Gaba moved on to creating 
sculptures that were popular with African Americans.  

Gaba’s works compare African and Western culture and discuss ideas like revaluation, 
perceptions of African art, the politics of museum display, and roles of both the artist and the 
visitor. He uses humor to bring viewers into a conversation about postcolonialism, capitalism, 
consumerism, and globalization that refutes stereotypes placed on Africa and African 
Americans. Gaba discusses economic and cultural value as well as challenging the idea that 
African aesthetics lack sophistication or relevance, he toes the line between craft and art in an 
attempt to teach about African history by incorporating a sense of play.  

Gaba’s sculptural pieces typically contain a lot of color, due to the fact that he uses a 
craft element in his work, and they also feature many natural wood structures, either as part of 
the piece or a functional aspect. A common technique Gaba employs is braiding, it is easy to 
find colorful braiding in his exhibitions representing a part of African American culture. Other 
common subjects found in his works include flags, money, important buildings from different 
countries, and wigs.  

Gaba’s work has been shown internationally, including at the Tate Modern in London, 
and he participated in a residency at the MOMA PS1 from 2003-2004. A few examples of Gaba’s 
work include Perruques Architecture (1); showing his subjects of important cultural buildings as 
well as wigs, Brazilian Bank (2); a piece that shows his use of currency as well as the 
incorporation of natural wood, and Citryen Du Monde (3); an example of using flags of other 
countries. All of Gaba’s works are making a statement either politically, culturally, or socially, as 
well as using humor to get help the point across.  
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